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Abstract
One of the issues for tour planning applications is to adaptively provide personalized advices for diﬀerent types of tourists and
tour activities. This paper proposes a high level Petri Nets based approach to providing some level of adaptation by implementing
adaptive navigation in a tour node space. The new model supports dynamic reordering or removal of tour nodes along a tour path;
it supports multiple travel modes and incorporates multimodality within its tour planning logic to derive adaptive tour. Examples
are given to demonstrate how to realize adaptive interfaces and personalization. Future directions are also discussed at the end of
this paper.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
More and more tourists rely on Internet information and even tour planners1 2 3 4 to plan their itineraries in order
to visit the most interesting attractions at a new place. Diﬀerent tourists might have diﬀerent tour criteria. For
these online tour planners, which usually provide personalized tour plans based on given perference, supporting tour
adaptation is a challenging task. Before attempting a solution, we had better analyze the ground where a tour planner
is constructed. Besides diﬀerent technologies ranging from pre-calculated optimal paths5 to variations of algorithms
and models for solving timetable information problems6 , usually an online tour planner provides tourists a list of
attraction nodes (Points of Interest, POIs) based on their preference and time budget. E.g. tourists like to explore the
POIs with diﬀerent modes of transport: walking, driving or public transit. Whilst enjoying ﬂexibility of exploration,
sometimes tourists might suﬀer from disorientation and lack of personalized instructions during a tour, especially
when they have to change their tour plans due to unexpected circumstances or when they try to minimize unnecessary
waiting delay at a stop if transit mode is adopted.
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To prevent them from getting lost in a sea of information and to make full use of time budget, researchers have
been studying adaptation for an online environment from many perspectives7 8 9. Project the research outcomes onto
tour planning ﬁeld, adaptive patterns can be summarized as follows:
• adaptive information consists of tailoring POI information, such as diﬀerent levels of details on historical back-
ground, scenery photos, video demonstrations, etc. depending on the current state of the tourist proﬁle. For
example, an adaptive tour planner provides an experienced “guide” in a certain domain with more sophisticated
background explanation than the brief fundamental introduction for a novice.
• adaptive navigation consists of changing tour paths as well as orders in which POIs are planned. Providing
up-to-date transport information or adjusting visiting sequence are treated as navigation adaptation.
• adaptive presentation shows diﬀerent layout of perceivable user interface elements, such as diﬀerent type of
media, diﬀerent ordering or diﬀerent colors, font size, font type or image size. Presenting device speciﬁc
interfaces is a case of adaptive presentation. E.g. smart devices require diﬀerent screen resolutions and sizes
than desktop computers; larger font size on screen suits for senior tourists.
The above adaptive patterns focus on diﬀerent delivery levels: adaptive information is at content-level; adaptive
navigation is at navigation-level and adaptive presentation is at presentation-level. We focus on realizing adaptive tour
at the navigation-level as a tour path is the key of accessing POI nodes. It would be easier and more convenient to
provide optimal and dynamically updated paths to next POIs based on given tourists’ preference and current state.
Inspired by the idea presented in10, a model of tour node space is proposed. The idea behind this model is
categorizing geographically close POIs into one single tour node. All POIs of a tour node are accessible within
walking distance. A group of tour nodes, connected to each other via path, builds up a tour node space. A path
consists of segments of driving, walking, transit routes or their combination. Accessing the preferred must-see key
tour node where a path being provided is a key of transiting from one tour node to another. A transition path of tour
nodes is called a tour path. By customizing tour-node-transition paths in a tour node space, tourists are adaptively
guided, while at the same time ﬂexibility of free exploration within a tour node is maintained.
Given the similarity between a tour node space and a Petri Net model11 12, a high level Petri Nets based approach
is adopted to interpret the diﬀerent tour activities in a tour node space.
Colored Petri Nets are an ideal tool to describe multiuser behavior in an event-driven system, where diﬀerent types
of users are granted diﬀerent colored tokens. Transition enabling and ﬁring is decided by classiﬁed colors held by a
place and the color consuming function deﬁned for each arc. In our case, if diﬀerent types of tourists are represented
by diﬀerent colored tokens, tour adaptation becomes a matter of color allocation and consumption.
Timed Petri Nets13 14 are normally used to describe temporal behavior in a dynamic, discrete, or distributed system.
In a tour node space, time attributes are associated with tour node and tour activities. E.g. the opening/closing hours
of a node, the anticipated visit duration at a node, the daily time budget, and the daily time spent which is the sum
of visiting time plus travel time among nodes. To update time attributes of nodes and tour activities, tour path can be
adjusted accordingly, therefore adaptive tour is supported in some degree.
To support both multiuser behavior and temporal behavior in a tour node space, and provide adaptation on tour
paths, a Petri net model extended with time and color is proposed.
The new high level Petri Net based model advances adaptation research in tour planning with respect to several
aspects:
• A Petri net model with time and color extension is ﬁrstly adopted to resolve adaptation issues in tour planning.
• It supports dynamic reordering or removal of tour nodes along a tour path. While most of the existing tour
planners are based on static schedule data, visit order of tour nodes is predetermined considering tourist’s
preferred travel mode , lists of interested POIs, daily time budget, etc. Few planner provides adaptively adjusted
tour path where tour nodes can be dynamically reordered or skipped based on a tourist’s current state.
• It supports multiple travel modes. While most of the tour planners only consider one travel mode (E.g. transit,
driving, bicycling or walking), the new model supports tour paths including segments of driving, walking,
transit routes or their combination, which provides more ﬂexibility in transition between tour nodes, and best
utilizes time budget.
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• It incorporates multimodality within its tour planning logic to derive adaptive tour. Both multiuser and temporal
behavior are considered to support adaptation of tour path. E.g. colored token to simulate multiuser, timed
transition to control temporal tour activities.
In this paper, the authors explain how colored tokens are allocated and consumed, and how multiuser’s behavior
is therefore supported. Allocation of time attributes to transitions is also discussed, which supports the temporal
behavior in the tour node space. The whole paper is organized as follows: related work is ﬁrstly introduced in section
two. A brief background introduction to high level Petri Nets: timed Petri Net and colored Petri Net is included in
section three, followed by the description of the proposed high level Petri Nets adaptation model and its node and
navigation adaptive operations on tour paths in a tour node space. Future research directions are also discussed at the
end of this paper.
2. Related Work
2.1. Algorithmic approaches
Producing optimal tour plans is a Orienteering Problem (OP)15, which is also known as the selective travelling
salesperson problem16 17 18, the maximum collection problem19 20 and the bank robber problem21. In the OP, for a
given start node s, an end node d and a time budget B, the goal is to ﬁnd a path from s to d with length at most B
which produces maximum proﬁt. In the context of tour planning, the proﬁt can be deﬁned as total visiting time of
visited POIs, number of visited must-see POIs, or tourists satisfaction, etc.
Extensions of the OP have been applied to model complex tour planning problems. According to the work of
Gavalas et al. 5, the team orienteering problem (TOP) represents the extension of the OP to multiple tours. The TOP
with time windows considers visits to locations within a predeﬁned time window, eg. opening and closing hours of
POIs. The time-dependent TOP with time windows considers time dependency in the estimation of time required to
move from one location to another, which is suitable for modelling multi-modal transports among POIs.
Among these TOP with time windows algorithms, iterated local search (ILS) algorithm22 is the best in terms of
processing speed versus producing quality routes. However, ILS might overlook important POIs far from current
location, also it might be trapped in areas with isolated POIs23.
Garcia et al. 24 propose approaches to solve the TOP with time windows by pre-calculating the average travel time
between all pairs of POIs using the insertion phase of ILS, with an ”unrealistic” assumption that service schedules are
always periodic. Gavalas et al. 5 relax this assumption by proposing SlackRoutes algorithm.
This paper doesn’t focus on the algorithmic improvement on these approaches, which is one of our future research
directions. Google Map API V3 is instead used to calculate the initial tour path in the case study below.
2.2. Tour planners
There exist many diﬀerent tour planning systems, some of which are available as Web or smart device apps. For
example,
Journey planner, provided by Public Transport Victoria (www.ptv.vic.gov.au/journey), allows user to input start and
end addresses (transit stop, street address or landmark), depart time (time and date), and travel preferences (earliest
arrival, fewest changes or least walking) to suggest optimal journey. Journey is planned purely based on static public
transit data.
Tripomatic is a commercial trip planner (www.tripomatic.com), which supports multi-criteria tour planning. Dif-
ferent categories of ﬁlters can be applied before planning a tour, e.g. day trip, private trip, winery tour, wildlife tour,
walking tour, food tour. User can also select interested POIs from attraction list to produce personalized tour plans.
These plans can be stored or modiﬁed on line before extraction.
RACQ - Trip planner, provided by RACQ (www.racq.com.au/travel/trip-planner), only supports driving travel
mode. Also it is a static planner.
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Fig. 1. An example of P-timed Petri Net and colored Petri Net
The trip planner provided by Transport for NSW (tp.transportnsw.info) is similar to the one on Public Transport
Victoria website, except it supports diﬀerent travel mode to and from transport, which is a plus. But main trips are
planned based on static public transit data.
Google Map (map.google.com) is a popular navigation tool. It supports multiple waypoints navigation and modes
of transportation including transit, driving, walking or cycling. But only one mode of transportation can be adopted
during navigation. Also it focuses more on map navigation but touring relevant services. E.g. no extra visit time can
be allocated to waypoints when calculating directions.
These planners provide excellent public transit and/or map navigation, but most of them are static, none of which
supports inter-tour adaptation. Our proposed high level Petri nets based adaptation model addresses the above men-
tioned challenges. In the tour node space, the selected tour nodes are ordered to make best use of time budget. Tourists
have great ﬂexibility to explore a tour node and move around between nodes in diﬀerent travel mode. Nodes along
a tour path can be adaptively adjusted by applying the high level Petri net’s execution semantics based on tourists
current state.
3. High level Petri Nets
An original Petri Net (PN)25 is invented by Carl Adam Petri, which consists of two kinds of nodes called places
(represented by circles) and transitions (represented by bars) where arcs connect them.
Based on the original Petri Nets, extension has also been made over the years in many directions including time,
data, color and hierarchy, which are all called high level Petri Nets.
Timed Petri Nets are to describe the temporal behavior of a system. Time attributes can be associated with places
(called P-timed), tokens (called age) and transitions (called T-timed). In this paper, relative time units are used.
If two time attributes are adopted, one is deﬁned as minimum delay dmin and the other as maximum delay dmax,
the ﬁring rules are that a transition is enabled after the minimum delay dmin elapses; it remains enabled in the interval
(dmin, dmax) ; if after the maximum delay dmax, the enabled transition has not been ﬁred, it is forced to do so, moving
tokens from its input places to the output places. If the transition can not ﬁre, the input tokens becomes unavailable.
This “dead end” should be avoided by setting appropriate (dmin, dmax) and adjusting them dynamically.
In Figure 1(a), each place has a delay pair (dmini , d
max
i ). Token in place p1 is not available until 2 time units elapse.
If t1 is enabled but has not been ﬁred after 10 time units, it is forced to ﬁre with token ﬂows from p1 to p2 and p3. A
∞ value of dmax4 means no maximum delay constraint applied to p4. If p4 has an output transition, it can ﬁre whenever
it is chosen after 10 time units.
Colored Petri Nets can describe multiple resources(e.g. humans, goods, objects) of a system, using colors or types
associated with tokens. In a colored Petri Nets (CPN), each token has a value often referred to as “color”. Transitions
use the values of the consumed tokens to determine the values of the produced tokens. The relationship between the
values of the “input tokens” and the values of the “output tokens” is represented by a transition’s color consuming
function or arc function, denoted E. For instance, in Figure 1(b), E f (p1,t1) = a, E f (t1,p2) = b, and E f (t1,p3) = c.
The ﬁring rules of a CPN are that a transition is enabled after colored tokens deposited in all of its input places
satisfy the input arc functions of that transition. If ﬁred, colored tokens are removed from input places; and new
colored tokens, produced by the output arc functions, are moved into output places.
In Figure 1(b), place p1 is marked with two colored tokens a, b from a color set {a, b, c}, denoted m(p1) = {a, c}. t1
is enabled as its input arc only requires one colored token a which is available in place p1. If ﬁred, token a is removed
from p1, two new colored tokens b and c are generated by t1’s output arcs and deposited in p2 and p3, respectively, as
shown in Figure 1(c).
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4. Colored P-timed Petri Net based adaptation model for tour node space
As speciﬁed in13, a timed Petri Net can be used to model temporal events in a discrete system. Tourists’ tour
activities in a tour node space are series of discrete events, such as exploring POIs, walking, driving or taking public
transit to move around in a tour node space.
A colored Petri Net can be used to model multiple resources or objects in an event-driven system. In a tour node
space, tourists are individual objects which have diﬀerent tour interests and preference. Therefore, they should be
treated individually. For instance, “adult” tourists might favor most POIs; “senior” tourists usually prefer slow paced
sightseeing; while “family” tourists might be more interested in family friendly spots, such as museums, zoos, and
theme parks.
If all these features and considerations are modeled with one colored timed Petri Net, we can not only beneﬁt from
dynamic executive semantics of a Petri Net, but also embed tour node selection and navigation strategies in a Petri
Net structure. Tour adaptation is, therefore, realized in some degree.
In the following sections, a colored P-timed Petri Net (CPTPN) based adaptation model for tour node space is
proposed, followed by a discussion about how to realize adaptive tour support with such a model.
4.1. CPTPN based adaptation model
An example is given here to demonstrate how a tour node space (Figure 2) is converted to a CPTPN model (Figure
3), using POIs in metropolitan area of Sydney (Australia) as case study.
Assume the tour starts at Fish Market and ends at Mrs Macquarie’s chair. The tour sequence is derived by consid-
ering the distance between these POIs. Tourists are categorized into three types according to their age and level of
mobility: senior, family and adult, represented by three diﬀerent colored token l, m, h, respectively. Type l tourists
prefer a leisure style tour. Due to the density of POIs and traﬃc conditions in this area, we assume tourists move
around with modes of walking or transit. If nodes are within acceptable walking distance, e.g. 10 mins or 800 meters,
walking is preferred. Public transit is a choice when walking is not an option, though it oﬀers less ﬂexibility due to po-
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tential delays and relatively strict timetable. A CPTPN is obtained as shown in Figure 3 after allocating recommended
tour time attributes and colored tokens for tour nodes, or places in Petri Net terms.
To simplify Figure 3, smaller colored circles are used to represent colored tokens instead of text notation. For a
transition, only speciﬁc arc functions are identiﬁed with colored tokens allocated on its input and output arcs (see
Table 1). Transitions with blank arc functions are assumed using identical arc function Id, which means the output
tokens are the same as input.
4.2. Firing rules of CPTPN based model
In a CPTPN based model, when a place receives a colored token, its node is accessed by tourists of that type. Before
minimum delay dmin elapses, the path information to next nodes is not provided. The tourists are recommended to
explore the current node and visit inside POIs with their choices. A transition (which is a path to other nodes) t
is enabled when each of its input places pi has the colored tokens required by t’s input arc function and is still in
its (dmini , d
max
i ) interval, where the (d
min
i , d
max
i ) is measured relatively to the time when the place is accessed. In the
(dmini , d
max
i ) interval, the tourists are free to visit inside POIs, or transfer to other nodes. If no path is selected by d
max
i ,
a message is sent reminding tourists it is time to move to the next nodes otherwise current itinerary might be aﬀected.
It is possible if the tourists decide to stay longer at one node. Its dmax value and the following node sequence and paths
will then be adaptively updated. The predeﬁned ﬁring priority of transitions and the colored tokens allocated usually
reﬂect tour preference, which can be adjusted dynamically during a tour.
For instance, in Figure 3, place p1 is accessed because of the three colored tokens deposited in it. The path
represented by transition t1 is availalbe after 1 hour due to the 1h value of dmin1 and the identical arc function Id. A
tourist can visit POIs in place p2 within 3 hours because dmax2 is set to 3h. If t2 is ﬁred in sequence, p3, and p5 become
accessible simultaneously. Type l tourists can stay in p5 for recommended 45 mins before leaving for p7. Type m, h
tourists can go for p3 and p4 before accessing p5. If type l tourists want to visit p7 more thoroughly, they can spend
up to 2.5 hours in there. Tourists can visit p10 without any time restrictions because dmax10 is set to ∞. The last two
places p11 p12 are left for type m and/or type h tourists to further explore if they are still energized.
To activate t9, all the tourists should have accessed p1, p2, p5, p7 and p9, which are must-see nodes. t9 has input
and output Id arc functions, which means tourists of any type can enable it.
Tourists can be “upgraded” or “downgraded” by adjusting arc functions (see Table 1) based on tour preference and
their current state, such as time consumption agaist time budget. Node accessibility is achieved by manipulating these
conﬁgurations.
4.3. Tour Navigation in CPTPN based model
Various tour navigation on place pi can be easily achieved by allocating colored tokens and using appropriate arc
functions, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Tour Navigation Support
Arc function Deﬁnition Notes
Id Id(ci) = ci Identical; tourist type kept intact
Dis Dis(ci) = • color removed; tourist types no longer distinguished
S ucc S ucc(ci) = ci+1 tourist type upgraded
Pred Pred(ci) = ci−1 tourist type downgraded
S ucc1 S ucc1(ci, c j) = (ci+1, c j) upgraded one component i of a compound color
S ucc2 S ucc2(ci, c j) = (ci, c j+1) upgraded one component j of a compound color
Pro j1 Pro j1(ci, c j) = ci removed one component j of a compound color
Pro j2 Pro j2(ci, c j) = c j removed one component i of a compound color
Compound color can be used if more than one resource is involved in tour navigation. For instance, a tourist’s
initial type and preferred transport mode can be represented using one token with two colors (i.e. the compound
color). Diﬀerent arc functions result in diﬀerent tour paths. These functions provide color oriented adaptation to some
degree, in addition to the adaptation brought by delay pairs.
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